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It follows from these figures that in the bacterial purification
of sewage it is not only purification in its best sense that is
obtained, but also a suhhly of nitrogen ready prepared for

plant food which, if generally available, would postpone the
pressure of population upon food supplies among civilized
communities for an indefinite time.
At the present moment, disappointment about the broken

promises of lrofit in the past seems to make everyone look
upon sewage only as a nuisance to be got rid of ; but the
adjustment referred to by Warrington In 1850 has lost none of
its significance.

It is now certain that this adjustment is effected by bacterial
processes when properly conducted, and profit must follow to
the community if these highly nitrified effluents can be utilised
without too much expense being incurred in obtaining them.
As I have already said, when the conditions are once provided
the work itself is done for nothing.

I would much like to see a start made in such a community
as Worthing, where the filtrates could easily be passed on to
the fruit growers. 

’

[This discussion applies to the papers by W. J. DIBDIN and
GEORGE THUDICHUM, Prof. A. BOSTOCK HILL and
JOSEPH GARFIELD, and W. D. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF.]

Dr. ARTHUR ANGELL (Hants County Analyst) said he was now

fully convinced that the only proper method of treating sewage was
on biological lines. He discouraged the idea of producing a profit
from the sludge, and as to filtration, expressed the opinion that there
was nothing yco se in the kind of material used. One point bad not
yet been touched upon, and they must not put their heads in a
sack in regard to it. The methods of disposal of sewage by microbic
agency are really processes of putrefaction, and at present, apparently,
they knew of no way of preventing the formation of obnoxious gases
in the tanks. He had not heard of anyone successfully collecting
and managing those gases.

Mar. A. J. MARTIN (Exeter) referring to a remark of the previous
speaker, said that the production of gas was a necessary accompani-
ment of the work of a septic tank. There was, however, no difficulty
in rendering the gas innocuoua. At Exeter a part of it was burnt
and utilized for lighting the works at night. Another method,
which combined the merits of simplicity and efficiency, consisted in
allowing the gases to filter through the roof arches and the thick
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Iayer of soil covering the thanks. No better way of deodorising these
gases could well be devised. A great deal had been said with regard
to the respective merits of different filtering materials. He joined
issue with the reader of the paper on filtration through coal, when
he attributed the excellence of the results he had obtained to the
nature of the material used. He (the speaker) was of opinion that
these results were due rather to the skill and judgment which were
used in grading the material, tha.n to the nature of the material
itself. Too much stress could not be laid upon the importance of
thoroughly mingling the eflluent passing through a filter with air.
Mr. Dibdin’s method of first filling a filter with eflluent and then

discharging it, so that wherever the water went air should follow,
was the best practical way of effecting this on a large scale. He

regretted that Mr. Cameron was not present to hear the handsome
acknowledgments which had been made of his work.

Dr. L. P. iIIXWICUTT (Massachusetts) said a few words respecting
the change which had come over the methods of sewage purification
adopted in England during recent years, and adduced facts in regard
to Massachusetts (see p. (60).

Lieutenant-Colonel A. S. Jows (Finchampstead) said 1B1r. Dibdin’s
paper supplied a good deal of information as to the progress which
had been made in his experiments, and he was glad to know that
they were being followed up. As to Dr. Hill’s paper, he thought it
was pretty well agreed that whether it was broken glass, coal, ballast,
or anything else which was used, the main thing was the way in
which it was put together. Everything depended on getting a

suflicient space for the air to come in, and it was advisable to drain
off the very last portion of the water by an air-pump, so as to bring
in a fresh supply of air throughout the filter. As to Mr. Scott-
1Bloncrieffs paper, he went back to the old notion of making a profit
on the sludge, and there he was on the wrong line. &dquo; Sludge, like
the poor;’ the Colonel added, &dquo; we shall alwa3-s have with us.’’ And
he desired to express his regret that the Septic Tank Syndicate had
been allowed to parade an advertisement-&dquo; .N 0 more sludge &dquo;-in
the Congress Exhibition. Referring to Dr. Bostock I3i11’s paper,
Colonel Jones remarked on the new name &dquo; resolving chamber&dquo; for
the old cesspool, or w septic tank,&dquo; as llr. Cameron called it.

Mr. E. G. 31,iirBE; (Leicester) observed that in Leicester they got
on well for some time with a sewage farm, notwithstanding that the
soil was clay, but as the town grew, the farm began to get over-
worked, and they came to the conclusion that they ought to clarify
the sewage before putting it on the land. From experiments, which
were carried out at Leicester for twelve months, they found that
sewage could be clarified without chemicals. The question they then
wanted to settle was, which was the best way to do it, whether by
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open tanks, closed septic tanks, or aerobic beds. The resulting
eftluent was to go over a large area of pasture. They had been
extremely successful in clarifying the sewage by the use of coarse
grained aerobic beds, and then sending it on to pasture land. They
had splendid efluents, and everything was going on well. His opinion
was that the end of sewage farms had not arrived, but the farms
could be used successfully in connection with biological treatment.

Bailie R. A~DEBSON (Glasgow) said one point had been carefully
avoided in the papers to which they had listened, and that was why
the septic tank took no trade refuse or storm-water carrying road
detritus. So far as the arrangement which he had seen at Exeter
went, it was entirely for domestic sewage ; also at Barrhead, where
separate sewers had been laid for conveving the domestic sewage to
the septic arrangement for the treatment of the sewage, and not, as
he had been informed, for the whole refuse of the borough.

Mar. A. J. MARTIN : And storm-water. 
’

1B11’..J. P~ItII;R,L1;~ (Southampton) said that what had been stated
in regard to the absence of nitrates from the efiiuent brought to his
mind tlie results of some analyses v-hich he made ten or twelve years
ago of samples of water taken from various points of the river Itchen.
He found that there was a gradual increase of nitrates up to a certain
point. At that point the water had to pass through a mill, and he
there found that there was not oulv a considerable decrease of organic
impurities, but also a considerable diminution of nitrates. It had
struck him that the process of oxygenation to xi-hicli the water was
subjected on passing through the luill gave an increased activity
to the a6robic microbes in the water, and led them to attack the
nitrates. If that was the case, and the same thing happened in the
filter-beds, when the quantity of nitrates was increased it would seem
to show that the activity of the aerobic microbes was being lessened.

The PRESIDENT or 2·aL ~SIC~CTIO-N (Professor Percy T’ranl:land), in a
few general remarks, said the figures that had been given as to the
capacity of the filter-beds corresponded very closely with what he
had found himself. As to the disappearance of nitrogen. there had
always been a general impression that the inter-action of the nitrites
and ammonia salts affected the amount of total nitrogen ultimately
found in the effluent. He had found that it did not injure the
filter-beds to run storm-water through them. As to the most suitable
materials for filter-beds, everyone had his fad. All were probably
equally good, but much depended on the grain, and the v-ay the beds
were arranged; they could have all sorts of results from the same bed,
according to the way in which they managed it, and that showed the
advantage of having trained persons engaged in the work. A rumour
had got abroad to the effect that the Massachusetts Board of Health
had abandoned the biological treatment of sewage, but there was
absolutely no foundation for that statement.
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Mr. G. TnuDicnuM (London) said, in reply to illr. Anderson, that.
it was not necessary to exclude storm-water, as that gentleman, had
alleged.

Professor BosTocK IIILL (Birmingham) agreed with the last

speaker. He also explained that lm did not write his paper wiih the
view of advocating the universal use of coal niter-beds. He had

simply stated that he had obtained a certain result in a practical
way, and he quite agreed with those who said that the choice of
material was not the main thing.

"Sewage Work in Massachusetts," by LEONARD P. KINNICUTT,
D.Sc., F.A.A., F.C.S.

IT is with great dimdence that I rise to occupy even a few
moments of the time of this section, and I do so only because
I find that there exists a very false idea regarding tlie position
of the Massachusetts State Board of Healt,h in respect to the
biological treatment of sewage.
The President of this Section in his closing remarks yester-

day referred to this, saying that there is a wideshread belief
that the :Massachusetts State Board of IIealth liad come to the

opinion that the biological treatment of sewage was a failure,
and that they advocated the building of large trunk sewers to
carry the sewage of various cities of the State to the sea. This
statement I have heard more than once during my present visit
to England, though possibly never more forcibly expressed
than when one of your members said to me yesterday So
lB1assachusetts has chucked over the whole system of sewage
purification.&dquo;
How false is this idea, and how contrary to the real facts, I

can best show by stating in a few words the work that has
been done and is being done in Massachusetts, and this I
consider a duty that I owe, not only to my own State, but
also to the men in England whose work has modified the
world’s ideas regarding sewage hurificatioll.

Until the year 1888, the sanitary authorities in America had
paid very little attention to the disposal of sewage, and there
was not a single city in America, as far as I can recall, that
attempted to purify its sewage before emptying it into the sea,
or into the nearest river course. The question of river pollution
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